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the action is to be Pa&ii, i&n the precondition must be satisfied. 
the action is not to be taken, then the precondition need not be 

taken. 

the precondition is satisfied, then the action may be taken. 
the precondition is not satisfied, then the action must not be 

hen a rule in the form of le 1 is given in a selection problem that evokes 
le 4 above would lead to checking the not-q 

YOU are to drink alcohol, then you must be over eigh- 
subjects know that they should check someone who is 

under age because ule 4 suggests that one needs to be sure that that person 
. The four rules above define a conditional permission. 

Cheng et a!. (1986) similarly defined a conditional obligation, which like a 
conditional permission can map onto the material conditional. Nisbett and 
Cheng (1988) discussed rules based on a combination of permission and ob- 
ligation that do not map onto the material conditional. When an “if-then” 
statement evokes a schema that does not map onto the material conditional, 
or when no schema is evoked at all, then performance will be less likely to 
conform to the specification of formal logic. 

Similarly, Cosmides proposes that facilitation results when “social contract 
algorithms” are evoked. “A social contract relates perceived benefits to per- 
ceived costs, expressing an exchange in which an individual is required to pay 
a cost (or meet a requirement) to an individual (or group) in order to be 
eligible to receive a rationed benefit from that individual (or group). Cheating 
is the failure to pay a cost to which one has obligated oneself by accepting a 
benefit, and without which the other person would not have agreed to provide 
the benefit (Cosmides, 1985). The algorithms that regulate human social 
exchange - the ‘social contract algorithms’ - should include a “look for cheat- 
ers’ procedure. In a social exchange situation for which a subject has incom- 
plete information, a ‘look for cheaters’ procedure would draw attention to 
any person who has not paid the required cost (has he illicitly absconded with 
the benefit?) and to any person who has accepted the benefit (has he paid 
the required cost?). Such a procedure, operating on the cost-benefit rep- 
resentation of a social contract, maps directly onto the Wason selection task” 
(1989, p. 197). hus from the point of view of social exchange theory, a 
person who is u er age has not “paid the cost” of attaining the required age, 
and hence should be checked to be sure the “‘benefit” of drinking alcohol is 
not being illicitly exercised. 

at ahhough the title of Cosmides’ (1989) paper is “ he logic of 
social exchange”, and she uses the term “social exchange” interchangeably 
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ts as a “social exchange” rule. 

‘In Cosmides’ (1989) footnote 8, she reiterates her broadened definition: “... in a social exchange, it is not 
strictly necessary that each side suffer a ccst in the course of providing a benefit to the other side . . . . what is 
essential, is that each side be provided with a benefit. The providing of a benefit to the other party is required, 
and usually (although not necessarily) entails a cost . ..” (italics in original). 
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listed “inoculations that the passenger had had in the past six months,” and 
olera inoculation was required “to ensure that entering passengers 

are protected against the disease.” No social exchange is taking place in this 
situation: having a recent inoculation so that one is protected against a disease 
is not a “cost” paid to another “individual (or group)“. ather, the rationale 
indicates that the rule is a conditional precautionary rule of the sort discussed 

anktelow and ver (in press). conditional precaution is either a type 
of obligation or a type of permission, depending on whether the rule applies 
as the result of the occurrence of a condition that is not under voluntary 
control (an obligation), or as the result of a voluntary choice to underta 
an action that has a precondition (a permission) (also see Grotto, 

arioli, in press). 

Facilitatory rules that are neither actual nor pseudo-exchanges 
ven if we consider pseudo-exchanges, Cosmides remains incorrect in her 

claim that all facilitatory regulations previousiy examined in studies of the 
selection task involve social exchange. anktelow and ver (in press) raise 
the example of the “Sears department store rule” ( ‘Andrade, 1982)) which 
involves the regulation, “ f any purchase exceeds $30, the receipt must have 
the signature of the department manager on the back.” This rule reliably 
produces facilitation. Cosmides asserts without explanation (1989, p. 200) 
that it involves a social contract. owever, as anktelow and 
out, it is hard to see how for a purchase to exceed a certain sum is a rationed 
benefit to be obtained by t epartment manager by his or her signing (it 
is simply a condition that occurs), nor is it apparent how the manager pays 
the customer the “cost” of signing. This rule does not seem to involve an 
exchange between two parties at all, and does not even seem to satisfy the 
definition of a pseu o-exchange, because it is not clear that the rule involves 
a rationed benefit. 

he Sears rule has the form of a conditional obligation. As Grotto et al. 
(in press) have noted, Cosmides (1989) appears to have missed a major distinc- 
tion betvdeen permission and obligation, taking it to be no more than a matter 
of alternative temporal orders. ( ndeed, Cosmides conflates the two, and 
then misleadingly refers to our approach as a narrow “permission schema 

fact we discussed pragmatic schemas for regulations such 
ssions and obligations, as well as for causal and diagnostl, relations.) 

ess) observe that in a permission rule the antecedent typically 
action (e.g. f a child wants to play, then he/she must stay 

tside”), whereas i a conditional obligation the consequent specifies an 
n response to an antecedent condition which may occur 

will of the subject (e.g., “ f a child is sick, then he/she 
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roblems 10, 12 and 13 
wever, reveals that the results 
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host of uncontrolled way 
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bachelors” (1989, p. 263), the group whose adherence to the rule is under 

contrast, the “non-social contract permission” version of the 
blem 12) says that the corresponding group consis or %uc 

le” (1989, urthermore, whereas the ““social con- 
tract” version of both t e “cassava root” and “ostrich eggshell” problems 
concern checking for violations of an established rule that is to be upheld, 
the “non-social contract ermission” versions concern testing the truth of a 

ypothesized rule, a task difference known to influence pe rmance (Yac 
eney, 1982). Nothing in the definition of a permission schema calls 

for the introduction of such extraneous differences, which we will not enum- 
erate. Sue glaring methodological flaws are sufficient to render the results 

btained with these roblems uninte 
e situation for her argument is even worse. The “non-social contract” 
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Versions of selection task problems 

Costly precautt 3n 
A primitive trib: in the Kalama Islands believes that vicious spirits roam the night, but thx 
they do not enter people’s houses. These people also believe that buying a small piece of 
volcanic rock which the village priest blessed that day and fastening it around one’s ankle ~1’11 
protect one from the spirits. The priest is able to charge a large sum of money for the blesse i 
rocks because the priest’s blessing is believed to have power over the spirits. Tribespeoph 
therefore have the following rule: If oPte is going out at night, then one must tie a “blessed” piece 
of volcanic rock around one’s ankle. 

Free precaution 
A primitive tribe in the slands believes that vicious spirits roam the night, but that 
they do not enter people’s houses. These people also believe that fastening a small piece of 
volcanic rock (which is abundant and free on the islands) around one’s ankle will make one 
invisible to the spirits and thus safe from them. Tribespeople therefore have the following rule: 
If one is going out at night, then one must tie a small piece of volcanic rock around one’s ankle. 

Non-precaution 
Early explorers who made contact with a primitive tribe in the Malama IslanA reported t‘.rat 
the people have a strange custom that involves wearing a small piece of volcanllc rock around 
one’s ankle. The explorers reported that the tribespeople had the following rule: Zf one is g,inl 
out at night, then one must tie a small piece of volcanic rock around one’s ankle. 

Abstract precaution 
Suppose you are responsible for ensuring whether people who are about to engage in certain 
hazardous activities have taken the precautionary measures necessary for protecting them from 
hxmful effects inherent in those activities. The precautions take the general form: If one is to 
engage in hazardous uctivity I-I, then one must have protection P, where is any haaaroous 
activity, and P is the appropriate protection for the particular activity. 
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either per issions or obligations, dependi on whether there is or is not 
voluntary control over “going out at night”, yielding an interpretation of the 
event as respectively a desired action to be taken, or as a condition that 
occui”s independently of one’s will. 

The two versions of the primitive-tribe precau ion differed in whether the 
scenario implied that the protection involved any cost. In the “costly precau- 
tion” version, the necessary pieces of rock had to be purchased at great 
expen.<e from a priest whose blessing endowed the rock with its protective 
power: whereas in the “free precaution” version the rocks cost nothing. Thus 
in neither of these scenarios did the rule involve a direct social exchange; 
however, the costly-precaution version may be interpreted as involving an 
indirect exchange the rule connotes that for the benefit of being protected 
against vicious spirits, one has to pay the high cost of the blessed rocks). 
Accordingly, actual social exchange thtiory must predict either that neither 
of the two versions, or only the costly-precaution version, should produce 
consistent selection of the logically correct p and not-q alternatives. In con- 
trast, pragmatic schema theory predicts that both versions will yield robust 
facilitation, and that the stated cost of the precaution will be irrelevant to 
subjects’ performance on the selection task. 

In the non-precaution version iiie scenario provided no rationale for inter- 
preting the rule as a precaution or any other type of conditional regulation; 
the rule was presented as an arbitrary hypothesis to be tested. Accordingly, 
pragmatic schema theory predicts that subjects’ selections on this version will 
differ from the logically correct choices. Work on hypothesis testing suggests 
that due to a “positive-test” strategy, there will be an increased tendency to 
select the q case, the outcome predicted by the hypothesis (see Klayman & 

a, 1987). 
Finally, the rule in the remaining version was an “abstract precaution”. 

The scenario provided was very general, ;,nd the rule was highly abstract: “ 
one is to engage in hazardous activity II, then one must have protection P.” 
This abstract-precaution version was modeled after the abstract permission 
rule that Cheng and Holyoak (1984; 1985, Experiment 2) found to be facilitat- 
ory. Note that since engaging in a hazardous activity is not typically consider- 
ed a “rationed benefit”, the abstract precaution is neither an actual nor a 
llseudo social exchange. The curre,,, m+ study, unlike the earlier experiment of 
C’heng and Holyoak (1984, 1985), allowed a direct comparison of the benefit 
cchnveyed by concrete but unfamiliar regulations versus an abstract form of 
the same type of regulation. Given the greater difficulty people typically have 
in reasoning with abstract material, we expected that the abstract-precaution 
version would yield somewhat less facilitation than the costly-precaution and 
free-precaution versions, although more than the non-prticaution version. 
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Type of response (%) 
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Costly precaution (N = 37) 
Free precaution (N = 37) 

Abstract precaution (N = 34) 

Non-precaution (N = 36) 

% Correct p 

86 97 
86 92 
62 97 

28 89 

not-p 9 not-q 

5 8 92 

5 3 92 

9 15 68 

25 47 78 
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as we ourselves pointed out, ” *. c since the rationales in 
ere not content free, their introduction might have changed t 

rcent correct achieved 

‘The only c e I ar formulation of the memory-cueing view yields the hypothesis that amount of direct experi- 
ence with a rule predicts facilitation. This is the view refuted by the results of our experiment, as we concluded: 
“Since experience on the given domains did not differ between the rationale and the no-rationale groups, the 
effect of the rationales cannot be due to the amount of specific experience*’ (Cheng & Holyoak, 1985, p. 402). 
Looser versions of the memory-cueing view, which simply argue that remindings can influence reasoning, seem 
to us impossible to entirely rule out for any selection-task experiment conducted on adult subjects. In Cos- 
mides’ (1989) own experiments, for example, analogical reasoning could plausibly have helped to produce the 
facilitation obtained for her “social contract” rules. Thus for one of her “unfamiliar social contract” rules, the 
context indicated that a precondition must be satisfied before a favorite food can be eaten - a familiar type 
of circumstance to any child who has had to clean their room to earn a cookie. More generally, if rules that 
are of the same (or at least analogous) type have never been encountered, a tested rule is unlikely to be one 
for which people have developed schemas, innate or induced. The critical weakness of looser formulations of 
the memory-cueing view, however, is that they are not predictive; rather, they provide only post hoc explana- 
tions of when facilitation is or is not obtained. 
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social contract rules yield facilitation in reasoning tasks; (2) reasons why the 
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tattoos, can also eat cassava root. The critical rule then is regarded as merely 
a rough description of the eating arrangement, rather than a regulation. This 
interpretation of the rule - quite consistent with the word “roughly” earlier 
in the passage - clearly iz not a permission by our definition, because all four 
core rules of our permission schema are violated in this context. 

(2) The small clan lives where cassava roots grow, and its members have 
facial tattoos. The larger clan has no facial tattoos, and 10% of its members 
bring food from their own clan to eat with the ,maller clan, for they are not 
allowed to eat cassava root. Each clan is allowed to eat only its own staple. 
In this case, the rule is interpreted as a strict, biconditional regulation, “A 
man eats cassava root if and only if he has a tattoo on his face.” Under this 
interpretation, the rationale of dividing the clans to prevent extinction of the 
staples is rational if it is assumed that there are 10% more molo nuts than 
cassava roots, but there is more living space where cassava roots grow. This 
interpretation of the rule leaves Rules 2 and 3 of the permission schema 
mismatched. Whereas Rule 2 when applied to this problem states that “if a 
man is not to eat cassava root, then he need not have a tattoo on his face”, 
the problem context implies that “if a man is not to eat cassava root, then he 
must not have a tattoo on his face.” Similarly, whereas Rule 3 when applied 
to this problem states that “if a man has a tattoo on his face, then he may 
eat cassava root”, the problem context-, given that there are only two staple 
foods, implies that “if a man has a tattoo on his face, then he must eat cassava 
root .” 

(3) The larger clan lives where cassava roots grow, and its members have 
facial tattoos. Assuming that the smaller clan, whose members have no facial 
tattoos, do not intrude into the larger clan’s territory or steal from them 
(there is no suggestion of that in the story; in fact, the reader is told that the 
Kaluame are a law-abiding people), then the rule in this case may be regarded 
as merely a description of the eating arrangement, rather than a regulation. 
Being a description, none of the rules of the permission schema applies. If it 
is assumed that as in (l), the 10 percent of the larger clan eat the smaller 
clan’s food, then the description is a conditional. If it is assumed that as in 
(2), the 10 percent of the larger clan bring their own food over to eat with 
the smaller clan, then the description is a biconditional. 

(4) The larger clan lives where cassava roots grow, and its members have 
facial tattoos. But, assume that members of the smaller clan may have stolen 
cassava root from the larger clan’s territory, even though the story suggests 
otherwise. This is the i;nly interpretation of the rule that fits a permission. 

(5) The larger clan lives where cassava roots grow, and its members have 
facial tattoos. But, assume that members of the smaller clan may have taken 
cassava root from the larger clan’s territory, not because they have stolen it 
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